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About the problem of street lighting, and
how to solve it
+7 496 463-12-67+7 926 230-94-01 16.11.15 1017 The portal Dobrodel launched in our region have
uncovered many problems and blind spots. One of the most popular topics which appear on the portal
questions is the problem of street lighting. Let's see how tripled this issue and how to solve it. Who is
responsible for street lighting Normative documents SNIP 23-05-95. Natural and artiﬁcial lighting and
other standards reglamentary standards of street lighting. There are less known documents giving an
idea of what should be the level of illumination. In Russia the Federal Law No. 131-FZ dated 6.10.2003
in the editorship of 21.07.2007 On General principles of organization of local government in the
Russian Federation governing the responsible authority for street lighting in the municipality. The
norms luminance values are operational values below which the illuminance must not be in any point
of operation. If contamination of lamps lamps or decline of the luminous ﬂux of these lamps the
minimum allowable values are achieved the units of street lighting needs maintenance cleaning.
Technical diﬃculties It should be noted that local units of energy companies only technically provides
street lighting to pay for that either have a territorial administration or the organisation on which
balance there is the engineering system of the village. Depends on whether the village lights how
many lights will light up a street here and a burning lamp dream for years to see and at what time.
For street lighting in the village there is a social standard. It stipulates that at least 80 % of the streets
in the village should be lit. In reality to deal with this condition is very diﬃcult to example of how to
determine the amount of need in the lighting of streets in the once densely populated and stretches
over miles of the village where now there are 2-3 separate house Or Vice versa when the documents
are in the village three or four written resident and in fact by truckers or unregistered residents of the
whole street. How to turn on the lights Wishing to increase the illumination of their towns and villages
in our country are everywhere in the dialogue with the government and sometimes with the
Prosecutor's oﬃce appeal to the Federal Law №131-FZ On General principles of organization of local
government in the Russian Federation and in article 14, paragraph 1.21 the Organisation of
illumination of streets and installation of signs with street names and house numbers. And in the
same legislative act spelled out and about other spheres of life of the villagers in particular the
removal of household waste and ﬁre safety is all the responsibility of the local municipality. Highly
recommend
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